ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR RIGHT HANDERS

Includes: 1 back panel (A), 2 side panels (B & C), 1 seat panel (D), 1 shelf panel (E), 2 supports (F & G), 1 chalkboard desktop (H), 1 cup and 1 dotted bag.

Hardware: Allen wrench, 18 screws.

Get Ready: Place materials on a flat, protected surface. Follow below steps. Tighten screws with the provided allen wrench.

Get Set!
Step 1:
ATTACHING SHELF, SEAT AND BACK PANELS TO SIDE PANEL (B).
(See Illustration 1)
You will need 2 screws to assemble each of the above pieces.
Attach back panel (A) to side panel (B).
Attach seat panel (D) to side panel (B).
Attach shelf panel (E) to side panel (B).

Step 2:
ATTACHING THE OTHER SIDE PANEL
Place the assembled piece on a flat surface with side (B) facing down.
(See Illustration 2).
Line up the screw holes on side panel (C) with those on parts (A), (D) and (E). Use 6 screws and the allen wrench to attach the side panel.

Step 3:
ATTACHING THE SUPPORTS
Locate the 2 supports (F & G). Use the allen wrench to screw parts (F & G) to side panel (C).

Step 4:
ATTACHING THE TABLETOP
Stand desk upright on work surface (see Illustration 4).
Position desktop (H) on desk and use allen wrench and three screws to attach.

Step 5:
ATTACHING BAG & CUP
Place the cup (K) in the hole in the desktop (H) surface. Attach bag (I) by sliding straps through holes on back panel (A).

GO! You’re done!

* IMPORTANT: You must do this before using product!

PREPARING THE CHALKBOARD SURFACE:
You will need a piece of chalk and paper towel. First, holding the piece of chalk horizontally, rub the chalk over the entire chalkboard surface. Next, take the paper towel and, using a circular motion, rub the towel over the chalkboard surface. Finally, erase the chalk off the entire surface. You have just seasoned your chalkboard and it is ready for use.
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